
Free Report:   Condensed Version (Part 1) 

See Your Income Increase Little by Little to $1 Million Dollars Per Year!! 

Use Ancient Biblical Wisdom and Do It Part-Time! 

from Photizo Publishing & Productions copyright 2020 by Greg Nichols 

“Wealth gained quickly will dwindle away, but the one who gathers it little by little will become rich.”  Proverbs 13:11  

 

My name is Greg Nichols and I market online just like you.  I am also a real estate broker, an ordained Christian 

minister and an entrepreneur. I author books and sell them, and I mentor people in ministry and business 

concepts. In this report, which is a vision for wealth for the ordinary person, you will see me share ancient 

Biblical wisdom and this ancient wisdom has served to help people get wealthy for thousands of years. “And 

Abram was very rich in cattle, in silver, and in gold.”  Genesis 13:2  

   

Many people are reeling from a world-wide pandemic and many are wondering how they will support 

themselves or their families. Some jobs are on hold on a national and international level and this is a situation 

that may have a simple solution.  We have a money-making project right here.  We have designed it for those 

who desire to earn regular income now and be building wealth and their retirement at the same time. It is 

possible to bring in bill paying money, retirement income and wealth all at once, and it does not cost much to 

begin. There is no reason you cannot begin today, safely online and no need to leave your home.   

Many people are in debt, and many are broke.  This is especially true of many Internet marketers. People are 

hurting in the financial area because they violate good principles through a lack of wisdom.  This is often a 

generational problem. For others, once they get behind the eight-ball, they just cannot seem to find any way 

out. Others have retired but they have not set up as good a retirement as they desire, and they are living on a 

very meager monthly social security check and maybe a retirement income that is far too small.  

I personally at this writing am 65 years old. I am drawing social security income and so is my wife. It certainly is 

not enough to give us the retirement we desire. That is why I have a wealth plan in place, and you are reading 

a part of it. But it is a critical one and it is something anyone reading it can start, and for just a few dollars, 

even if they are on a shoestring budget.  For those of you that feel $1 Million a year is too much hype, please 

realize that that is only $83,333.33 monthly. That is about $20,833 weekly, and it is about $2,976 a day. That is 

also only $124 per hour if you are earning 24 hours a day. My wealth plan shows that money is flowing in 

24/7, to you and me, every day and potentially any hour of the day. That does not mean you will have to work 

6 or 7 days a week, because you won’t have to. Once it is set up which takes just hours, it can be done just 

part time. I have worked in online marketing for many years, since the 1990s, and this plan is a refined and 

distilled and clever system loaded with wisdom and strategy to get you and I to huge daily, weekly and 

monthly income.  It has taken me 10 months to write this report. In other words, I have learned much along 

the way and you can benefit from it for free.  



My system to obtain $1 Million per year is free for you to use.  You will notice that we do not use a single firm 

to get wealth. We use several firms and resources as well as principles and ideas, all used to bring together a 

large group of marketers with a common purpose, to obtain wealth. My system organizes and presents the 

plan for you in this free report with you using a specific blueprint and protocol that I give you. All you do is 

share this free report and use a few low-cost projects that I use.  The report is shared via robot autoresponder 

so that you can be working effortlessly while sleeping or on a vacation.  The robot system also follows up for 

you continuously with no effort from you. You simply drive traffic to a splash webpage.  Any effort you put in 

is by simply getting your splash page out there and I even show you how to do that. If you could never refer or 

market well before, you will be able to do it now. My system is a clever strategy. Another phrase for clever 

strategies is witty inventions.  Another Biblical phrase is ingenious inventions. I share this one verse from 2 

different translations here.   

“I wisdom dwell with prudence and find out knowledge of witty inventions.”  Proverbs 8:12 (KJV)  

“I wisdom dwell with prudence and find out knowledge of ingenious inventions.” Proverbs 8:12 (WBT)  

What is clever or witty about this strategy in this free report?  I am an experienced marketer with skills in 

advertising. I have penned this free report, and all the presentations, email templates, advertising, and 

instruction so that you just plug in your own information and set it up with my help. I then watch over the 

report and system to modify it and update it when needed, and, I release new content in the system, so it is 

always fresh for you the user and your prospects. I then show you how to get involved for just a few bucks, 

(less than $20 to begin) and that right there is ever so inviting to the thousands of people that you will show 

this free report to. What project that can lead to $1 Million per year costs less than $20 to start, and full 

mentoring and ad content and marketing instructions are all built in and provided for free? People will take 

notice of this as they read it and be compelled to follow you in it. This project is less than $20 to begin, but as 

you go you can invest other very small but strategic more dollars into it.  You will have no surprises. We 

leverage money here very wisely, and it is very low risk with this plan, no one gets hurt ever! In a short time, 

like maybe less than 30 days, your income pays for it all.  

 

The Lesson of the Seeds 

The Bible teaches to think of life in terms of seeds. A thought begins with a seed of thought. Success and 

wealth are created by seed thoughts that are success thoughts, and wholesome and good seeds of thought 

are introduced into mankind by God. Spiritual evil also introduces thoughts too, seeds of failure, lack, poverty, 

debt and destruction.  This free report is a seed. It is made up of many seed thoughts of success. As people 

read it, they are opened in their minds to possibilities and positive mindedness.  

This free report is not only a seed, but a full template that you share with people. But with me, the seeds and 

templates never end. I allow you to download for free my robot email series, which are seeds and templates 

for this successful plan.  You do not write your own emails; you use my emails and you just plug in your 

personal information.  I give you ads, which are seeds. I share updates, videos and helps to you which are 

seeds. I keep you up to date on my progress and the progress of this vision. People are already running with 

this system. If you have the following items, you can begin: 



• An Email Account 

• A Computer 

• No Past Success Online Needed 

How fun could it be if you open your computer up each morning and go online and see your income 

increased?  Increase is normal and natural for a healthy vision which is strategically worked. Decrease is 

abnormal. Look at trees. From a seed, they only grow, and increase. They do not decrease regularly.  As 

people are reading this report given by you to them, they are seeing ancient wisdom which is rare these days, 

and they are seeing how to think, how to be patient, and how to grow things. A seed of thought gets into their 

mind. 

       

The Lesson of the Oak Tree 

I moved into my current home in 2013 and it has an Oak tree in the front yard.  The first fall I lived here, I 

failed to rake up the fallen acorns. Within a few months, I had Oak trees springing up all over the yard.  I had 

to pull them all by hand. There were about 60 or 70 of them in the grass and the grass is quite a small area. 

Imagine 70 Oak trees in my small lawn. What if I let them grow?  That Oak tree is made to reproduce. The 

acorns are its seeds. Why did the tree over-seed my small lawn?  Nature creates overkill, so to speak, to 

overcome attrition. Attrition is what is lost or does not survive. This over abundant seeding is God’s idea, 

God’s way. Each tree emits an ultra-huge and monumental plan to reproduce itself by over-seeding its 

surroundings. Attrition in marketing is people that follow you that do not stay. You must show a project to 

many more than join, and you must sign up many more than stay. Many Internet marketers do not understand 

this, and they let it discourage them and even allow this attrition concept to discourage them and they quit.  

Since I am sharing this attrition principle with you, you can brace and prepare for it, and treat it as normal to 

the process of growing an income through principles, and not be discouraged by minor and naturally caused 

setbacks. The other principle to see from my acorn story is that you over abundantly promote your splash 

page to scores of people, using overkill, and I show you how to do it, showing you how I do it. This over 

abundant marketing ensures that you get enough return to fulfill the Million per year goal.  

With My Plan You Build a Mega Mailing List! 

Enter our robot autoresponder. It captures all the people who want a look, and those who choose to not act 

are still captured for your mailing list and future projects. Or, they join your million-dollar plan in a few weeks 

or months down the line, because your automatic system that I have written and give you will drip on them 

for months. You can download these emails in 10 minutes. Do you get the picture? This system I have is your 

ultimate list builder, and once you begin with me, you are building a mega list of marketers. You can broadcast 

any email you want to them whenever you want to. But many of those people will join you in this project. You 

will not be approaching friends or relatives unless you want to. You will always use a lead capture page, 

tracking URLs, and the robot autoresponder; you will never prospect without it. By placing ads that I write and 

by going to ad places that I show you, you will put the water in front of the horse, it is up to them if they drink. 

You won’t care about failure because you will be planting so many acorns, you do not need them all to take 



root. Like nature, you will always be looking for the next tree that takes root. The trees that takes root will set 

down roots and be with you and will earn you much residual money by becoming Oak trees themselves and 

dropping acorns with overkill and abundance of sowing out to the general public, and their fruit or crops will 

go right into in your own downline and following.  I know I have taken several pages here to open your mind, 

plant seed in it, and stimulate your thinking. This ends Part 1 of our report.  Part 2 can be life changing, so 

now read it thoroughly. It reveals what firms we use.  

 

Free Report: Condensed Version (Part 2) 

See Your Income Increase Little by Little to $1 Million Dollars Per Year!! 

Copyright 2020 by Greg Nichols 

 

The Vehicles We Use - Traffic Wave  (TW) 

So now, the nuts and bolts.  We use Traffic Wave as our anchor project. This product enables you to do this 

system. You cannot do the system without it. On day # 1 of the auto-responder series, you get all 3 sections of 

this report and then on day # 2, you receive the Traffic Wave sign up link. When you join Traffic Wave in my 

downline group, my people share with you the link for the back-office mentoring training. With Traffic Wave, 

you get an autoresponder system, splash pages and URL tracking software. I show you how to build each to 

set up this project and all this comes to you for only $17.95 a month.  Traffic Wave is robotic system of email 

response that literally works your leads and prospects tirelessly and it works 24/7 year-round and this robot 

does not require hourly pay or time off.  

 

FACT:  I paid out of pocket $17.95 the first month only and every month since I joined Traffic Wave, my 

$17.95 has been covered by earnings. I never have paid it from my pocket after the first time.  It is a 3 x 10 

forced matrix and the top row of 3 people each cause you to earn $6 monthly, which is $18 monthly. So, if you 

get your 3 people in a few weeks, you have your $17.95 covered the first month by monthly residual income. 

The rest of the levels 2 to 10 pay you $1 per person a month. That may not sound like much, but the 10 levels 

have over 88,000 potential places in your matrix and if filled, this matrix pays you over $88,000 a month.  

Wait?  Did I show you on an earlier page of Part 1 of this report that $1 Million per year is only $83,333.33 

monthly?  That is interesting, but if you think what I just did ties this whole report together in a tidy bow, think 

again. I use multiple income streams like the Oak tree uses an overkill of acorn planting. The Traffic Wave 

matrix may never become perfectly full.  So we have added other ways to earn too utilizing the same downline 

and people. You just need to keep reading this report.  Back to Traffic Wave.  For every person you refer, you 

get paid $17.95 fast start bonus. So, if you refer just 1 person a month, you can pay for the monthly with that 

bonus. I just showed you the 2nd way to cover the monthly cost to do this project.  



Here is another fact: Traffic Wave lets you join for 30 days free to try it out. But you don’t get paid 

commissions unless you are a paid customer. I don’t recommend the free trial, but just know it is there if you 

are too broke to afford $17.95.  I would rather see you have a positive attitude that you can cover it with 

earnings and just pay it.  That is a winning mindset.  Next, Traffic Wave pays you matching bonuses on the 

income of your personal referrals. This adds up very quickly. This can be hundreds a month in just months. In 

other words, Traffic Wave grows faster than just a dollar a person, but a dollar a person is good too if you have 

5,000 people. Are you getting the picture on this one?  This great project allows you to do everything I said in 

the early part of this report, to gain wealth little by little, and to watch your income grow daily, weekly and 

monthly.  

Why did I choose Traffic Wave?  Because they have shown themselves to pay people faithfully and steadily for 

almost 20 years when over that time period, thousands of other firms folded and collapsed causing thousands 

of marketers to lose their investments and income. Plus, I use Traffic Wave products daily and no marketer 

should be without these products. Their autoresponders are the best I have used online in my 25 years of 

online marketing. The tracking software and splash pages are also excellent, and all this is just $17.95 monthly. 

Considering that you will be getting funds from Traffic Wave to pay their small fee and that Traffic Wave will 

be factored into you earning $1 Million annually, this is one of the best bargains online. My splash pages, free 

report here and pre-formatted email series drip system that you download in 10 minutes will prospect, 

market, sift, direct and present and close your prospects to become your Traffic Wave referrals. I am making 

this easy for you, you just jump in and set it up and plug yourself in as I show you how.  The dynamic content 

has already been set up by me. Watch this video (8 minutes) about Traffic Wave’s affiliate pay plan.  

https://youtu.be/PH1bizwRF0E  

Now I want to discuss multiple income streams. This is how we ensure that we can earn $1 Million per year. 

We let this provocative report sell a few other incomes, in addition to Traffic Wave. Why do that?  Because we 

want to over ensure with overkill the same way that the Oak tree reproduces so that you can get to and 

surpass the $1 Million per year over time. If you only join Traffic Wave, that is your start for under $20 per 

month, as we showed you early in this report. But we recommend that you move into a few other incomes 

that we show you for low risk dollar output, but huge returns. Going into multiple incomes with this report is 

wise and gives you the wise principle of not keeping all your eggs in one basket. Companies can come and go, 

but this free report system will last, and we may have to remove a vehicle firm one day, or add one, and we do 

not want that to even cause a hiccup to your $1 Million income plan.  

We are using the 12th Power Strategy that I created several years back. It is not a typical team build. It deals 

with multiples of 12.  Simply put, you help your 12 people below you and we teach them to help their 12.  

They are critical to your success, so you need to be committed to their success. This is easy to do.  These 12 

become marketing friends and you keep in contact with them and they with you. In Traffic Wave, the 12 

people you work with will ideally be your 1st and 2nd levels.  (3 people and 9 people) It should take 3-5 weeks 

to assemble this team of marketers who you work with. Helping them is directly helping you. Making them big 

producers makes you a big producer. They are also trained by this system to help their 12 people too. Do you 

see the synergy moving downward under you?  No wonder the quality you see in your first two levels will also 

be on your 9th or 10th levels.  (Traffic Wave is a 3 x 10 forced matrix) Each time you personally refer a person to 

Traffic Wave, you give our back-office training information to them. They must join TW to receive this plan and 

blueprint material from you. There will be a TW autoresponder campaign that you offer to prospects with 

many emails in the series. I show you how to download it into your own Traffic Wave account in 5-10 minutes.  

In the 2nd email letter, Traffic Wave is offered to you and later to your prospects for them to join.  The 3 in 

one reports are in the 1st day email letter.  



Global Domains International (GDI) 

BUT WHAT WILL WE DO NOW WITH THESE PRECIOUS LEADS OF PEOPLE AND HOW DO WE ENSURE THAT YOU 

AND THEY GET THE BIGGEST BANG FOR YOUR BUCK AND THEIR BUCK IN TIME AND MONEY?  You already have 

the lead. Why not sell them another residual product? This is kind of like what Malls and strip centers do 

offline when they bunch stores together to market other things to their traffic.  You do not have to ask them 

to join the next offer.  You do no selling.  They have been prepped by this report #2 and report #1.  They are 

attracted to it because of the philosophy and influential presentation. On the 3rd day of the email series, we 

offer the people GDI. (Global Domains International) Many of us have been in this one before.  It costs $10 

monthly, and you get $1 per person that joins after you and below you. But if you were in it in the past, before 

now, and did not continue, it may be that you had no system or clever strategy or marketing plan to fill it up.  

It is an unlimited width Uni-level matrix that is 5 levels deep.  Once you have 5 people, (5 x $1) then it is 

costing you only $5 a month, and once you have 10 people, (10 x $1) it covers itself with a $10 income.  

 

Using our 12th Power Strategy, and getting 12 people for GDI on level 1, the income multiples of 12 go like this:  

1st level: $12.  2nd level: $144. 3rd level: $1,728.  4th level:  $20,736. 5th level:  $248,832.  This is $271,452 in 

total monthly income from GDI, per month, because of 271,452 people in it under you. This is because each 

person is trained to go get 12 marketers to be frontline or core people to them. If you earned only a fraction of 

$271,452, you would be advancing towards your goal of $1 Million annually. ($83,000 monthly) I have a GDI 

calculator for you to play with, but my suggestion is to insert our 12th Power marketing plan into it by using 

12 personal referrals and they each get 12.  

Go to see the GDI calculator here: (Copy and Paste the calculator if it does not click open) 

http://website.ws/kvmlm2/st_calculator.dhtml?fbclid=IwAR1oPqrpNshnWu5jYofB5ZyyGnx4fwkfb3rUt4inF0yQJyHAijnBh

UMGu2I 

“Wait Greg, you said we could start for under $20 early in the report.  Now it is $17.95 and $10 too.”  Yes, I did 

say under $20.  You can start the first day for $17.95 with Traffic Wave. That gets you the system to market 

this and you can make an incredible income with just Traffic Wave. Potentially, a Million per year. But by the 

3rd day in the series you have seen the power of this report and if you believe in the plan, another $10 is 

nothing, especially if that plus the original $17.95 will both be covered by income quickly anyway.  Even 

though you can start for less than $20, there is no way you can finish my total plan for less than $20.  I did not 

say you can finish this project for less than $20.  Do not forget that now you are double dipping, and obtaining 

an income from Traffic Wave and GDI, and 10,000 people in each firm under you are the same 10,000 people 

and will yield you about $20,000 monthly. Your initial same 10,000 people will yield you $20,000 instead of 

$10,000 if you go into GDI. See the logic?  These will be the same 10,000 people in both. You put the same 

people in two projects by just giving them one offer, the email campaign with free reports. With GDI and 

Traffic Wave, each person is earning you $2 monthly. Now you have 10,000 people going after 12 people 

according to our 12th Power training and goal. (12 x 10,000 people is 120,000 people) 120,000 people are each 

earning you not $1 but rather $2 a month. (120,000 x $2 = $240,000) That is $240,000 monthly x 12 months or 

$2,880,000 annual income. Wait, there is more coming ahead. See the overkill of income to get to our goal?  

Now you have seen 2 residual projects, which the total to start is only $27.95, or, start the first one for only 

$17.95.  I heard a wise man say once, “If you want to ruin a person’s vision, just give them two visions.”  That 



is because there is a divided focus and loyalty and they must divide their time into two parts to feed each 

vision and bring it along. So, what if we give a person 3 visions?  That could be devastating.  But what about 

giving people more than one vision?  Is that what I am doing?  I am glad you asked that.  Normally, more than 

1 vision is harmful, but when we package the projects together, we market them AS ONE!  The single vision is 

to build many incomes with just one splash page and one free report.  You are hitting many targets with just 

one arrow. This is another clever part of this strategy. You do not divide any focus of marketing, as you only 

market one thing, but you do get to count all of your growing incomes every day from multiple firms.  I love 

this part of it.  But now I will show you what we share on day 4 of our email series and campaign.   

All in One Profits  (AIOP) 

 

In ancient times, silver and gold and goods was the main method of exchange. Now, the method is cash. Cash 

is our modern equivalent. Silver and gold are now held mostly for investment. One great man of God said 

once, “if you don’t have enough in the bank to pay your bills and living for 5 years, you are broke.” That 

seems callous at first when you hear it, but the more I thought about it, the more wisdom and truth I could 

hear in it.  That is why I built this system for you and myself too. 

To further enable you to earn your 1 Million a year, we have a 3rd project which has a totally different pay 

matrix to mix it up a bit and give you diverse mathematical earning power. It is All in One Profits and comes to 

you on the 4th day in the email series. Each of these 3 projects are firms that are very reliable and have been 

all tested over time to be very reliable payers of their marketers.  Instead of a forced matrix or a uni-level 

matrix, this firm does an “Even Up” pay plan. This means that you refer people and you keep each person who 

is an odd number, let’s say your 1st, and 3rd, and 5th, etc., and you pass up to your referrer your 2nd, your 4th, 

your 6th, etc.  But then, those odd numbered ones must pass up all their even ones to you. And you get $10 

every time it happens.  This can be an incredible amount of money and it goes down to infinity.  But then, 

those passed up to you must give you their even ones too. Do you see an exponential factor here of scores of 

people, hundreds, even thousands of people all giving you people which then causes you to get $10 a person, 

each person?  These people are the same group that join the first two projects under you. This is highly 

residual.  You are growing wealthy on other people’s efforts because you will build this project with the same 

people that are helping you build Traffic Wave and GDI.  Now you are triple dipping. How is that possible?  It 

will all come from this free report series, and the email campaign that offers the reports. All of your 3 join links 

are in that email campaign. The cost to begin this one is only $11.50 a month.  It is optional, but I urge you not 

to skip it. This “All in One Profits” project gets me excited, and it is so unique that I think you ought to listen 

to this video on its pay plan. It is just 5 minutes long.   https://youtu.be/oGeEPrnKikw  

This project AIOP will bring masses of people to you delivered by other people and those people will be wealth 

for you, and this system of mine will “prime the pump” so to speak to make it begin and get to critical mass. 

Eventually, if you did not refer much anymore, you’d enjoy increase and growth and huge income anyway.  

 

 



Summary and Final Words of Free Report #2 

What have we put together here for you?  It is a 3 in one system, and your long-term retirement is in the bag if 

you begin this system and follow through on what we show you. You will earn 3 growing residual incomes and 

could be earning over $500 to $1000 monthly in very little time. This project creates a very large income for a 

very low investment. It just does not take much cash outlay. You receive much training and leadership. Maybe 

you have felt that you needed a mentor. I do that through my system. You literally will not be able to fail 

unless you impatiently give up. The 3 projects have been very carefully selected. They actually fit together 

nicely but are 3 diverse matrixes. The pay plans will have you getting paid all the time.  

Our plan is to build little by little the Traffic Wave 3 x 10 matrix, which has a potential capacity of 88,582 

people under you in it. At the same time, you will be filling up a GDI unlimited width matrix down 5 levels with 

an unlimited capacity of potential people in multiples of 12 people. Each of these 2 firms will yield you $1 a 

person not counting the bonuses that Traffic Wave will pay you. Lastly, AIOP as a firm will pay you $10 dollars 

hundreds, even thousands of times, and as your group grows, your odd numbered referrals will all pass up all 

of their even numbered referrals to you and each person they give you will earn you $10. Then, their even 

numbered referrals will also pass up to you and on to infinity. As your group grows, the number of people that 

are giving you paying customers explodes exponentially. We began this report by discussing 1 Million per year 

in income for your retirement.  Just how much is that again?  It is $124 per hour, 24/7, or, $83,333.33 per 

month.  We are suggesting that you earn 3 incomes with us, and the 3 are all unlimited in scope, from good 

firms who pride themselves in their stability and soundness. But you are not selling people these 3 firms, you 

are marketing our strategy using ancient Biblical principles, and quite honestly, you are only asking people 

using mass marketing methods (no personal selling) to read a free set of reports.  3 reports to be exact.  But 

wait, we only showed you 2 reports. There is more?  Yes, go now to report 3 and read it carefully. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Free Report: Condensed Version (Part 3) 

See Your Income Increase Little by Little to $1 Million Dollars Per Year!! 

Copyright 2020 by Greg Nichols 

 

“I am the Lord your God, Who teaches you to profit, Who leads you by the way you should go." Isaiah 48:17b 

American Payday Services (APS) An International Plan – Quick Cash Flow 

 

The 3 projects already covered are slow growing but grow to enormous size and together they will earn you 

thousands a month. We have built into our system another offer that earns you faster income, getting you 

$1000 or $2000 a month very quickly and allowing you to pay bills and be able to leave your day job much 

faster.  Many will be able to earn up to $500 to $1000 a week.  This is a great answer for unemployed people 

or people stuck at home, or who really want to work from home.  Considering the self-isolation rules of the 

Coronavirus, the next offer is timely, as people are scrambling to pay their bills. We have a 4th income for 

you, APS, and it is low risk and safe to start. We offer this product in the day # 5 email of the series. I own the 

product. I created it, and I will be paying you. You can begin marketing it without even spending a dime for it. 

How? 

First let me ask, how would you like repeated $51 payouts?  How would you like repeated $136 payouts?  How 

about $446.25 payouts?  This kind of income would help you get to $500 weekly in no time at all. And the 

products are excellent. Could you market 5 of these products a week? What if this was your main core income 

and you had the time to market 5 per week?  Keep reading.  I have re-introduced a product I created a few 

years back, and I believe it was ahead of it time, and it fits perfectly into this strategy and plan. I am a 

businessman and entrepreneur, and, in these products, I share ongoing and routine mentoring in finances, 

investments, funding debt payoff, Biblical wealth concepts, real estate, precious metals and stocks. I am also 

working on novels and entertainment projects too and I mentor in this also as a published author and because 

I am working on creative media projects. I have 3 products and the first one is $79.95.  The next one is $195.  

The 3rd one is $595 and these are progressive products and you can upgrade to the next when you are ready. I 

pay 65% commission on the smaller one and 70% commission on the 2nd one, and 75% on the largest one. All 

of these products have a 7-day 100% money back guarantee.  

Currently, our middle product is on sale until Summer for $195 and will have a pricing review at that time.  

Did I mention that you can market this before you pay?  But first, let me explain more. As I put this together, I 

wanted to give you a cash cow that would help you pay bills, for auto payments, rent, mortgage, utilities, 

credit card bills, and…, have some funds to do some paid marketing on the 1 Million dollar 3 income residuals. 

Paid marketing ensures the success of most good projects. One method is to take 20% of the cash you have 

coming in and invest it back into ads, emails, Google ads, etc.  This ensures that you do not have to “sell” this 

project or approach family or friends. You simply mass market it, and believe me, it is very appealing. Our 

email marketing campaign offers the 3 residual projects plus this one cash flow project all 4 in one package so 



you are getting much bang for your buck, and each potential prospect has the ability to join you and follow 

you in all the firms for the highest possible profitability and return on your ad investment.  But why leave 

money on the table that is “sure money” by not participating in all of them? Most people will go all in and do 

all 4 offers. It is called, working smart, and working efficiently.  

We don’t require you to buy this product before you begin to market it. But you will need to buy it before you 

can be paid on it. The $79.95 APS product is offered in day 5 of the campaign. You download the whole 

campaign into your Traffic Wave account in 5 or 10 minutes and insert your information, your name, email 

and when your prospects see the offer and wish to get the link to buy the $79.95 product on day 5, the 

prospect comes to you, they must come to you, and that is the time you buy it, and give your own link to 

them, your first customer.  I don’t care if you wait until you have 2 people to buy it, but please do not make 

people wait, as they could get frustrated, and then call me for help. I don’t want that. They will need to wait 

some hours or even overnight while you buy it, but then you can share your link to it with them which you get 

after you purchase the product. You will buy it for $79.95 and be paid $51.97 and get 65% of the money back 

very quickly. The next sale will put you in profit.  (2 x $51.97 is $103.94) This is a safe way for people to get a 

project going, but you can also just buy the product outright too as early as you want by requesting your 

referrer’s link before you have a request for it. Many will do that. Later on in the campaign, the offer is made 

for the larger product for $195 and we allow you to wait on that one too, if you wish, and then buy it after you 

have a buyer who will get you paid 70%. You buy it for $195, and this first sale gets you $136.50, and then your 

next sale gets you another $136.50.  (2 x $136.50 is $273) You can however buy the $195 product early too if 

you want to be highly ready for prospects. I give you that option. Once you do buy both of these products, you 

will then always have the two links on hand for your prospects. The 3rd product will work the same way. You 

can resell it in name without the link, but you will need to buy it to physically give the link to a buyer.  

Again, if you do not wish to wait until this larger products arrives in the sequence of the email campaign, you 

can ask for the links from your referrer at any time to buy them when you wish. Both products have a 7-day 

100% money back guarantee.  

When you do mass marketing of products like these, you can sell many units per month, or even per week. We 

see it being easy to earn $500 weekly and more with these three products. That is doable in a week and more 

to someone who works this project like their job, but works at home, and it could be done in about 2-4 hours a 

day. If you do that, you would be earning the commissions, and, power building the 3 residual projects at the 

same time and have each buyer of these two APS products as your production crew under you power building 

your residual income to great heights. You’ll be making now money and long-term money too, or current 

expense money and future retirement money. You can have your cake and eat it too.  

The three products are a wealth of knowledge and I have poured myself into them over several years and you 

can learn much.  I am a real estate broker and still active, and I have been a mortgage loan broker for 20 years. 

Here are lists of the 3 products and content in them: 

 

 

 



 

$79.95 “Real Asset Investment”   

1)  Owning a Home 

2) Owning Rentals 

3) House Flipping 

4) Debt Removal 

5) Precious Metal Investing 

6) How to Build and Maintain a Blog 

7) 12th Power Strategy Training 

8) The Airbnb Phenomenon 

$195.00 “Wealth Building Strategies” 

1) Ancient Biblical Wealth Concepts 

2) Creative Literary and Entertainment Wealth 

3) Funding People’s Ideas (Venture Capital) 

4) Factoring Money for Profit 

5) Branding Yourself Online 

6) Stock Market Wisdom & Strategies 

7) How to Create Your Own Product 

8) Facebook Training 

9) Traffic Exchange Strategy 

$595 Marketing and Wealth 

1) Advanced Sales and Marketing Concepts 

2) Advanced Investment Concepts 

3) Search Engine Strategies 

4) Facebook – More Special Strategies 

5) Marketing With Books and PDFs 

6) Freebie Marketing  

These 3 APS products are not normal products.  Most of them will either help you market this online project or 

any online project better, and, they will show you ways to make money in this system and earn wealth in 

subjects not related to this product.  It is added value all the way around. Plus, I am always adding to the 

packaged products updates and added information and new items, but you pay once and have the helps for 

life as they expand. Watch a 6-minute video that I created that explains even more details.  

Go to the video here on the two APS products:  https://youtu.be/1eCshv2lBjg  

Summary and Final Words of Free Report #3 

Action Plan: (You should each of the items below in the email campaign; each day below corresponds to the 

email you get that day.) 



Day 1:   Free Report Included. Read all the report. Read thoroughly and get right on it because on day # 2, you 

get the Traffic Wave link to join.  Traffic link shared also on Day 1.  

Day 2:  Join Traffic Wave for $17.95. Once joined, you receive the private mentoring information site from 

your referrer. (Only if you must, do Free 30 day and upgrade anytime) 

Day 3:   Join GDI for $10!  It has a 7-day free trial.  Join Traffic Wave if you didn’t the first day. Re-study the 3 

reports. Follow instructions to download the campaign series. It will auto-populate your name and email.  It 

will also auto-populate your prospect’s names when they order the campaign.  

Day 4:   Join AIOP!  AIOP is $11.50 a month. Join Traffic Wave, GDI if you haven’t yet, and familiarize yourself 

with the back office of Traffic Wave.  

Day 5:   Read this Day 5 email thoroughly and then email or call (if they provided their number) your referrer 

and inquire about obtaining the $79.95 American Payday link. They must be the one to email it to you. Be 

patient if they must go get it themselves first. If they have already made a sale of this product before you, they 

will have the link on hand. Be patient, your referrer is a vital resource to you as you will learn in the training on 

12th Power Marketing which is in the $79.95 product. (Remember, you can offer this as it is written in the 

email template in the Day 5 email without a link and without having joined.)    

From here on, the emails come every 2 to 3 days, and they are filled with helpful information and ancient 

Biblical success principles and knowledge. About 10 calendar days after day 5, an email will come with the 

$195 product, to give your cash flow a boost, and, remember, you can offer that with no link and no cost at 

first and respond to your prospects with a newly purchased link.  If you want it early, contact your referrer. At 

your option, you can contact your referrer early and ask for the $195 product link before you ever receive the 

offer in the email series. I know there will be fast trackers in the mix who will do this, and I encourage you on 

that. But be in the system for at least a week or two first so you can set it all up and have the system in 

operation first. More details and answers to your questions will be in the email series too.  Lastly, close 

communication with your people will allow you to connect over the $595 product link.  

Note:  One common question is, can I use the system and reports if I am not in your downlines?  My answer is: 

I realize that some of the people that read the report are already in 1, or 2, or all 3 of the residual projects. 

That means they cannot join my downlines. The businessman in me says I did not set up this system to build 

everyone else’s downlines with the strategy that I created. So, we’d like you to be in at least 2 of the 4 projects 

with us. You really need a Traffic Wave account no matter whose downline you are in. But considering that we 

have the American Payday Services cash flow products, you can just participate in that as one of the 2 

required projects. As a Pastor, I’d like to help everyone out there.  But I must temper kindness and business 

practices. I will be flexible, and work with people. 

Important: Do not alter the report or the email campaign series. All are copyrighted with permission for 

people to use them just as they are, and no part or section of them may be reprinted or used in any manner. 

Copyright 2020, Greg Nichols, All Rights Reserved, any violation will be addressed, and legal means will be 

used to rectify any violations.      END OF REPORT #3.  

 

 


